SUMMER EDIT
ENGLISH EDITION

R P E T S O R T I N O DAY-T R I P C O O L E R B AG
This modern, stylish cooler bag is perfect for your excursions. It is made of 50% recycled material from PET
bottles. The inside can easily be wiped out and thick PEVA padding keeps the bag cold for a long time. With
a touch fastener on the back of the bag, you can secure it to your bicycle handlebars. The bag also has an
adjustable cover, ensuring optimal cold insulation every time.
SIZE: 21X14X25 CM SKU: 519003 BLACK, 519001 GREY, 519002 NAVY PKGG: POLYBAG PRICE: 24,90 €

RPET SORTINO COOLER BAG
This mordern and clean looking coolerbag is your true friend on the next picnic. It´s a little bit smaller which
makes it easy to carry eithter in the handles or over your shoulder. The cooler bag is in a melange fabric
accompanied with PU details which makes it as fancy as a normal bag. Produced in 50% recycled polyester
from recycled PET bottles and details in PU. Easy to clean out the bag because of the PEVA backing.
SIZE: 23X20X27 CM SKU: 51321 GREY, 51322 NAVY, 51323 BLACK PKGG: POLYBAG
PRICE: 20,90 €

RPET SORTINO COOLER GRANDE
The weekend getaway will definetly get better with this trendy cooler bag, it is also practical and simple to
clean. The cooler bag is in a melange fabric accompanied with PU details which makes it as fancy as a normal
bag. Produced in 50% recycled polyester from recycled PET bottles. On the front of the bag is a pocket for
belongings. You can either carry it in its handles or over your shoulder.
SIZE: 35X26X36 CM SKU: 51311 GREY, 51312 NAVY, 51313 BLACK PKGG: POLYBAG
PRICE: 32,90 €
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RPET SORTINO CIT Y COOLER
The ultimate cooler basket, mottled tone by tone with details in imitation leather and cotton. Made from
50% recycled material from PET bottles. There is also a small compartment on the outside of the cooler bag,
providing space for other items as well. The thick PEVA padding ensures that the cold is retained for a long time.
It is also easy to clean and dry after use. Thanks to the adjustable shoulder strap and the double handle, you
have several ways to carry the cooler basket.
SIZE: 32X22X20,5 CM SKU: 515001 GREY, 515002 NAVY, 515003 BLACK PKGG: POLYBAG
PRICE: 26,90 €

R PE T SO R T I N O COO LE R B AC K PAC K
This cooler backpack is both modern in design and choice of material. It is made out of 50% recycled PET bottles
or Rpet as the material is called. A trendy backpack cooler, with one large cooler isolated part and many smaller
pockets on the sides.
SIZE: 30,5X15X46 CM SKU: 52101 GREY, 52102 NAVY, 52103 BLACK PKGG: POLYBAG
PRICE: 41,90 €

R PE T
SORT I NO
It takes about 5 PE T bot tles to manufac ture
one bag. RPE T Sor tino is made from 50%
recycled polyester. Using recycled polyester
is our way of encouraging and suppor ting
initiatives based on circular models. It also
helps to prevent plastic bot tles from ending
up in landfill.
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RPET SORTINO COOLER BASKET
This spacious cooler basket with a lid means the end to the old boring plastic versions. The cooler bag is in
a melange fabric accompanied with PU details which makes it as fancy as a normal bag. Produced in 50%
recycled polyester from recycled PET bottles. The PEVA lining keeps cool for a long period of time, and is also
easy to clean. Both with shoulder strap and handles.
SIZE: 40X28X24 CM SKU: 51201 GREY, 51202 NAVY, 51203 BLACK PKGG: POLYBAG
PRICE: 34,90 €
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RPET SORTINO COOLER TRUNK
Modern tube shaped bag with cooling features that suits equally well for taking to the beach or as a great
accessory for a trip to the city. The bag is made of soft and water repellent material, it’s easy to pack and feels
really nice when carrying on the shoulder. Produced in 50% recycled PET material.
SIZE: 25X25X58 CM SKU: 51341 GREY, 51342 NAVY, 51343 BLACK PKGG: POLYBAG
PRICE: 24,90 €

RPET SORTINO BEACH BAG
This stylish beach bag will definetly come in handy during your next trip to the beach. The bag is prepared with
double handles and produced in a melange fabric accompanied with PU details which makes it as fancy as a
normal bag. Produced in 50% recycled polyester from recycled PET bottles.
SIZE: 45X15X35 CM SKU: 51331 GREY, 51332 NAVY, 51333 BLACK PKGG: POLYBAG
PRICE: 19,90 €

SE T-PRICE

45,90

€

R PE T SO R T I N O T R A I L COO LE R B AC K PAC K
& R P E T S O R T I N O S E AT PA D

RPET SORTINO TOTE COOLER
Cooler bag that is mottled tone by tone with details in imitation leather and cotton so that it is as beautiful as
an ordinary bag and you can picnic in style. Made from 50% recycled material from PET bottles. There is also
a small compartment on the outside of the cooler bag, providing space for other items as well. The thick PEVA
padding ensures that the cold is retained for a long time. It is also easy to clean and dry after use. With an
adjustable shoulder strap and double handle, you have different ways to carry the cooler bag.
SIZE: 50X35X15 CM SKU: 514001 GREY, 514002 NAVY, 514003 BLACK PKGG: POLYBAG
PRICE: 31,90 €
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Cooler backpack that fits perfect for both the smaller and larger
get away. The cooler backpack has smaller pockets on both
sides and one bigger pocket on the front. The main material is a
recycled material made out of recycled PET bottles. It keeps cool
well and is easy to clean with the larger opening.
Practical foldable seat cushion made from 50% recycled material
from PET bottles. Keep folded with a faux leather strap and a
snap fastener. The strap can be conveniently attached to your
backpack.
SIZE: 30,5X15X36 CM SKU: 51101 GREY, 51102 NAVY, 51103 BLACK
PKGG: POLYBAG
SIZE: 40X30 CM SKU: 512001 GREY, 512002 BLUE, 512003 BLACK
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F I N D M O R E F R O M O U R B A LT I M O R E
S E R I E S AT V I N G A . CO M

SE T-PRICE

24,90

€

AVAIL ABLE IN MORE COLOURS

MILES THERMOS BOTTLE
AND STRAP

B A LT I M O R E C O O L E R B A G

B A LT I M O R E T R A I L C O O L E R B A C K PA C K

Minimalist cooler bag, made of water-repellent PU nubuck. Long
handles and adjustable shoulder strap for optimal comfort. The
cooler bag is insulated with extra thick foam. The lining of the
bag is made of so-called PEVA which is easy to keep clean and
fresh. A cooler bag perfect for both the beach and a wilderness
adventure.

A minimalist cooler backpack made in water-repellent nubuck
PU. This cooler backpack is insulated with extra thick foam and
lined with so-called PEVA, a material that is easy to keep clean
and fresh. A fantastic backpack for the beach, boat, or wilderness
adventure.
SIZE: 31,5X15X34 CM SKU: 501418 GREEN, 501419 BLACK, 501420
GREIGE, 501421 NAVY PKGG: POLYBAG
PRICE: 42,90 €

SIZE: 35X26X36 CM SKU: 500918 GREEN, 500919 BLACK, 500920
GREIGE, 500921 NAVY PKGG: POLYBAG
PRICE: 39,90 €
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Thanks to its efficient vacuum isolation, Miles
Thermos Bottle will keep your drinks icy cold for up
to 18 hours and steamy hot for up to 6 hours. The
isolation also takes care of the condensation and
ensures that the liquids don’t end up on the bottom of
your bag. The bottle is made of 18/8 stainless steel,
therefore your drinks don’t acquire the taste or the
smell of the bottle’s previous contents. The material
is fully toxin-free and is sturdy enough to survive a
life-long use. Switch from the plastic toxic bottles to
this ecological option - you will enjoy your drinks in a
completely new way and will save the nature too!
A strap for your water bottle. Wear it around your
neck so you don’t forget to quench your thirst when
you’re on the go. Made of faux leather and thick
cotton straps. Take it with you to the gym or when
you’re travelling.
SIZE: 500 ML, 8X8X23 CM SKU: STRAP: 51001
BOTTLE : 5042 NAVY, 5044 GREEN, 5046 WHITE, 5048
STEEL, 5052 BLACK, 5059 YELLOW, 5053 OAT
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F I N D M O R E T OW E L S AT V I N G A . CO M

CABANON STR AND TOILETRY BAG
Simple terry cloth toiletry bag. Made in India of 100% organically
grown cotton. For storing sunscreen and wet swimwear.
SIZE: 30X18,5 CM SKU: 8026 PKGG: POLYBAG PRICE: 8,90 €

SE T-PRICE

47,90 €

VA L M E R B E AC H TOW E L

VA L M E R B E AC H TOW E L & R PE T SO R T I N O
BIKE BAG

A luxurious cotton beach towel with tassels at the short ends, for
days at the beach or pool. Our beach towels are made in India
with 100% organically grown cotton, and have a thickness of 450
g/m2. GOTS certified.

A luxurious cotton beach towel with tassels at the short ends, for
days at the beach or pool. Our beach towels are made in India
with 100% organically grown cotton, and have a thickness of
450 g/m2. GOTS certified.

SIZE: 180X80 CM SKU: 8046 RUST RED, 8053 BLACK, 8063 SAGE
GREEN PKGG: POLYBAG
PRICE: 31,90 €

This modern, stylish cooler bag is perfect for your excursions. It
is made of 50% recycled material from PET bottles. The inside
can easily be wiped out and thick PEVA padding keeps the bag
cold for a long time. With a touch fastener on the back of the bag,
you can secure it to your bicycle handlebars. The bag also has an
adjustable cover, ensuring optimal cold insulation every time.
SIZE: 180X80 CM SKU: 8046 RUST RED, 8053 BLACK, 8063 SAGE
GREEN PKGG: POLYBAG
SIZE: 21X12X17 CM SKU: 518001 NAVY, 518002 GREY, 518003 BLACK
PKGG: POLYBAG
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CABANON BE ACH TOWEL
Velour bath towel, made from 100% organically grown cotton
(GOTS). The towel is perfect for a trip to the beach or pool and
adds that extra special touch to your outing.
SIZE: 80X180 CM SKU: 8021 NAVY, 8022 YELLOW PKGG: POLYBAG
PRICE: 29,90 €
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SE T-PRICE INCL .
PACK ING

39,90

€

AVAIL ABLE IN
MORE COLOURS

VA L M E R B E AC H T OW E L A N D L E A N WAT E R B O T T L E
A luxurious cotton beach towel with tassels at the short ends, for days at the beach or pool. Our beach towels are
made in India with 100% organically grown cotton, and have a thickness of 450 g/m2. GOTS certified.
Water bottle made of BPA-free tritan plastic. The loop on the lid makes it easy to hang on the exercise machine and
the ideal shape allows it to fit in most cup holders. The bottle is easy to clean. Suitable to add a print on.
SIZE: 180X100 CM SKU: TOWEL: 8053, BOTTLE: 50830 PINK, 50831 BLUE, 50832 GREY, 50833 RED, 50846 ORANGE, 50847
TRANSPARENT, 50848 LIME, 50849 LIGHT BLUE, 50862 YELLOW, 50863 DARK GREEN
PKGG: GIFTBOX

A N DAT I H A M A M B E AC H T OW E L
This towel is made of 70% certified recycled cotton from the suppliers’ cotton scraps.
With the right process, fibres that are usually considered useless obtain the desired
properties, resulting in a fantastic beach towel. This towel also offers excellent
absorption and dries quickly. After use, it is easy to roll up into a compact size, so that it
takes up very little space in your closet or travel bag.
SIZE: 180X100 CM SKU: 40680 WHITE, 40681 BLUE PKGG: POLYBAG
PRICE: 16,90 €

L AVA N D O H A M A M B E A C H T O W E L F A M I LY
STYLE

L AVA N D O H A M A M B E AC H TOW E L
This towel is made of 70% certified recycled cotton from the
suppliers’ cotton scraps. With the right process, fibres that
are usually considered useless obtain the desired properties,
resulting in a fantastic beach towel. This towel also offers
excellent absorption and dries quickly. After use, it is easy to roll
up into a compact size, so that it takes up very little space in your
closet or travel bag.

The whole family can have fun on this big beach towel. Made of
70% certified recycled cotton from the suppliers’ cotton scraps.
With the right process, fibres that are usually considered useless
obtain the desired properties, leaving you with a fantastic beach
towel. This towel also offers excellent absorption and dries
quickly. After use, it is easy to roll up into a compact size, so that
it takes up very little space in your closet or travel bag.

SIZE: 180X100 CM SKU: 40668 BLACK, 40669 BEIGE PKGG: POLYBAG
PRICE: 16,90 €

SIZE: 180X180 CM SKU: 40670 BLACK PKGG: POLYBAG
PRICE: 24,90 €
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FIND MORE GAMES AND PICNIC
B L A N K E T S AT V I N G A . CO M

SE T-PRICE

49,90

€

CAPRI RPET PICNIC BLANKET & TOSSING
GAME
Beautifully made picnic blanket in soft fleece with cotton canvas
and faux leather details. The front is made of 100% recycled
material from PET bottles. The back is made in so-called PEVA,
which repels water. Clever construction makes it easy to fold up
and take with you..

WILLOW BOUGH RPET PICNIC BL ANKET
Beautifully made picnic blanket in soft fleece with cotton canvas
and faux leather details. The blanket is printed with the famous
Willow Bough pattern from William Morris. The front is made of
100% recycled material from PET bottles. The back is made in
so-called PEVA, which repels water. Clever construction makes it
easy to fold up and take with you.

Outdoor game anyone can play no matter their age. The game
is to throw the rope circles onto a stick you put in the ground.
The different sizes of the rings give different points. A complete
installation manual is included. Lovely for a midsummer evening
or BBQ night.
SIZE: BLANKET: 170X130 CM
SKU: 539002 + 9136

SIZE: 170X130 CM SKU: 539001 PKGG: POLYBAG PRICE: 31,90 €
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SE T-PRICE

36,90

M O N T E R AW RO U N D G R I D D L E PA N

M O N T E R AW RO U N D G R I L L PA N

This cast-iron pan can be used on the grill, stove, or in the oven.
Outstanding for home-made pizza or bread, or for keeping
vegetables from slipping through the grill grates. Can be used on
most stovetops, including induction.

This cast-iron pan can be used on the grill, stove, or in the oven.
Excellent for creating the flavours of the grill, even when the
weather disappoints. Grill vegetables, hot prawns or other small
foods that can easily slip through the grill grates. Can be used on
most stovetops, including induction.

SIZE: 35X40X2,5 CM SKU: 2182 PKGG: GIFTBOX
PRICE: 39,90 €

SIZE: 31X36X2,5 CM SKU: 2184 PKGG: GIFTBOX
PRICE: 39,90 €

€

R AWS O N B B Q TO O L S E T A N D PA S O
TURNER & TONG
A grill tool set with two stainless steel prongs, two wire skewers
and a marinade brush made of wood and silicone. The prongs
are perfect for grilling asparagus or narrower sausages that tend
to fall through the grill. The wire skewers are flexible and easy to
place on the grill and easy to keep clean.
Together with a solid tongs and turner in stainless steel. Perfect
for the grill and the kitchen. Ash wood handle.
SIZE: CLAMPS: 16 CM. SKEWER: 80 CM. BRUSH: 20X5 CM. TURNER/
TONGS: 38 CM SKU: 3395 + 35301 + 35302 PKGG: THREE SEPARATE
GIFTBOXES

CAMPAIGN PRICE

129,00

€

M O N T E R AW C A S T I RO N P L AT E

M O N T E R AW B A R B E C U E P L AT E

FALLON FIRE BOWL

A cast iron griddle for the cooker which is excellent for frying.
Suitable for all types of cookers, including induction cookers. The
rectangular shape allows you to fry an ample quantity at one
time. Perfect for large steaks, small pancakes and vegetables. It
is also great for use in the oven and on the grill for baking pizza,
for example. Use on one or more burners on your stove. This
griddle also comes with bamboo tongs that can be used to grip
and turn.

Cook your food directly over an open fire! The barbecue plate is
handy and easy to bring on outings in the countryside. Perfect
for larger groups. Sturdy cast iron design with removable steel
legs. The heat is distributed evenly over the entire hearth. Easy to
clean after use. Best used over an open fire or with a gas burner.

Solid fire bowl of corten steel. With this fire bowl, you can easily
gather around the fire and enjoy the glorious warmth and the
captivating flames of the fire. The fire bowl is packaged in tin
which will develop a nice rusty finish over time when left outside.

SIZE: 44X44X23 CM SKU: 12030 PKGG: GIFTBOX PRICE: 83,90 €

SIZE: 20X20X2,8 CM (BOX) SKU: 12025 PKGG: GIFTBOX
PRICE: 199,90 €

SIZE: 39X23X1,5 CM SKU: 21998 PKGG: GIFTBOX
PRICE: 41,90 €
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M O R E S U M M E R I N S P I R AT I O N
AT V I N G A .CO M

PIZZAOVEN
It’s a warm summer evening, what better than to cook dinner outside. We love pizza and
have several products in our range that are suitable for cooking, we have tested various
variants of pizza ovens and accessories for making pizza on the barbecue. Many of them
are really good, but it is difficult to get to a really high temperature especially to maintain
it. Now we have the solution, for this summer we have brought in a ceramic pizza oven
that you fire with wood. The oven gets up to temperatures of over 400 degrees and you
cook a pizza in just a few minutes.

CAMPAIGN PRICE

690,90

€

STRL: 53 CM IN DIAMETER. FULLY ASSEMBLED: 70 X 55 X 36 CM. SIZE OPENING:

35 X 13 CM. PIZZASTONE: 33,8 CM IN DIAMETER. TOTAL WEIGHT 27 KG.
SKU: 12020 PKGG: TRANSPORT BOX. FREIGHT NOT INCLUDED.
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